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ABSTRACT 

A brief review of the history of studies dealing with sounds pro
duced by fishes is followed by a discussion of sounds emitted by 
some of the fishes inhabiting the Black Sea. The observations and 
tests had been conducted in aquariums and in the sea in the Batumi 
and Odessa (Chernomorka) areas in 1951. The biological and hydro
dynamic sounds produced by various species of fishes in different 
conditions are briefly described, pointing out frequencies, in
tensity, duration and other characteristics./ The list of species 
includes Trachurus trachurus, Engraulis enc sicholus, Scomber 
scombrus, Atherina hepsetus, Belone belon , Mullus barbatus, Gobins 
niger, Corvina umbra, Trigla lucerna, Smaris smaris, Hippocampus 
hippocampus, etc. 

TRANSLATOR 
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Introduction. 

The fa.ct that some fishes are capable of' emitting sounds was known in 
times of yore. Dobrin points out that the Phoenician fishermen in the 
Mediterranean Sea found schools of drumfish by listening to their 
sounds. Malayan fishermen have looked for fishes by listening to their 
sounds up to the present time; for this purpose, the leader of' the 
crew bends over the side of boat and submerges his head, keeping it in 
water until he hears the sound of fishes; afterwards, the nets are 
placed in the water (6.J. The great scientists of the XIX century, such 
as Hwnboldt, Kewje, Zhorzh~~ Saint-Iler knew well that fishes can emit 
sounds, and they paid ~onsiderable attention to the ph~uomenon [6]. 

By the middle of the last century the investigators already had data 
on macy fishE::-.; that emit sounds and on the na.ture of the sounds. Thus 
Landois (1!7 lists 24 species of t'ish that emit sounds; the information 
is based on a report by Miller of the Berlin Academy ot Sciences 1n 
1856. In a similar list, Jonson C9l mentions, in addition to the char
acter of sounds emitted by fish€s, the mechanism ot sound emission, the 
ma.in frequency of a sound, and the duration of sonic vibrations in 
secondi:;. 

During recent years, owing to the expansion of marine investigationi;, 
many new fishes and other. marine oreanisms have been added to the list 
of animals that emit r,owJdb. As a re•mlt of studying the m&"terials it 
has been possjble to deterroioe tte areas i~habited by the e.ni~als. Thu&, 
Fish r7J points out that the Marine Laboratory ot the NarfiGansett Univer
~ity Zuniversity of Rhode Island) (USA) has during 7 years recorded 
sounds emitted by hundreds of spe~ies of marine organisms. On the basis 
of the distribution of the sounds, a chart has been constructed which 
presents many fl.reas of the western portion of the Pacific Ocean. Similar 
investigations conducted in the waters surrounding the islands of Japan 
aided the identification of numerous sound-emitting organisms inhabiting 
the wa.ters [S'J . 
Of interest are the attempts to find schools of f1 ;1hes by tne sounds 
they emit, which were conducted in 1952 and 1953 in the Gulf' or Maine 
(USA). Several sound 1ecordings of concentrations of' bluefin tuna and 
mackerel were made !llJ. The second report on these studies points out 
that the investigations of tuna and mackerel with the aid or hydrophones 
continue and that if the results would appea.r tc be positive for tiaher
men, a special. instrument may be constructed [~. 
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't'here 1~ very little inforir.1ttion :l.n the literature on the use of data 
on soundn em:! tted by fish ::s C10, 14, 51- Of considerable intcre::;t a.re 
the rerr.rts by Westenberc and Bottemanne concerning the attraction of 
fish in Indonesian waters by meuns of sound3 and t,he methods of catchine 
the fish. Many fishes, including tunas and sharks, are the objects of 
such catches. Bottemanne reports that in the waters around the Island 
of Java alone about 40,000-50,000 tons of fish are caugbt annub.lly. 
Regrettably, the very interesting method of attracting fishes by sounds 
in Indonesian \,lt).ters has not yet been adequately explained.. /273 

Of the Soviet literature I can mention a study be Ye. V. Shishkova. [41, 
which contains a list of Black Sea fishes (11 species) that emit soun~ 
and which presents a spectrogram of f'requenciec of the sounds. 

Resuming the data listed in the literature, one may say that many species 
of fishes and other marine organisms that inhabit various seas are cap
able of emitting the moGt diverse sounds typical of the given species. 
However, the finding of fishes by sounds has been little practiced~~ 
the final results are not known (except for primitive methods of search
ins for fishes by the inhabitants of Malayan Islands). 

Figure. Apparatus for listening to and recording of sounds em1 tted 
by fishes: 1- cable with hydrophones; 2 - amplifier; 3 - tape recorder; 
4 - micro}hone; 5 - automatic transformer; 6 - telephone. 
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The results of studies 1n the sounds emitted by some or the species ot 
Black Sea fishes are presented 1n this paper. The investigations were 
conducted from July through November 1951, mainly in Bat\1111 and Odeaaa 
{ Chernomorka) areas. The observations were conducted in a. glass 
aquarium having the capacity of 100 land in a net tank having the 
dimensions of 8 x 4. x 2 m; the aquarium vu placed 50 m off the coast, 
and the tank vu placed at a stake net 300 m oft the coast. In the 
aquarium and the net tank the fish was obtained trom the stake net. 
The sound of fishes was observed in Gudauta area near Batumi by a 
study group in the fixpeditionary vessel 5 R T ot Chernomorka. In 
addition, the investigators listened to the sounds emitted by fishes 
that were accU111L1late,i at an underwater source of light { wben fish were 
caught v.l. th the aid ,)t light) and to the sounds emS. tted b:, f ishca wben 
the source vu cut off. The listening and recording ot the 1ound1 was 
made possible by a special equipment conaisting ot high~ senaitive 
broad-band hydrophones {piezoelectric hydrophone• made of Seisnette 
salt prepared by VNIRO), measuring amplifier, microphone, telephone, 
automatic transformer &D4 tape recorder ( see the tigure) . V. A. Gl1Dkov, 
mechani~ ot VNIRO O}lerated the equipment. 

In Cbernomorka the study group consisted ot the author, T. y,e. /274 
Saf''yanova, N. Ye. Aslanov and s. G. zusaer. In Batumi the investi-
gations were carried out by the author and V. A. Gl1Dkov. 

In Chernomorka we ob:;erved the folloving species ot tiah: Trachurua 
tracb'..lrus L. , lngraulis encraaicholus L., ScOllber acoabru.a L., Atheriaa 
hepsetus L., Balon~ belon_! !ccxini 1iatber,liuiil ap., Mullua Carbatus 
ponticus Essipov, and gobius niger L. Tbe fish vu obtained vi tb the 
aid of a fishing boat and metoteluga. 

At Batumi the composition of fishes vaa aomevbat difterent: Atherina 
hepsetus L., Trachurus trachurua, PomatOIIU8 aaltatrix {L), Motella 
tricirrata B. , Mull.us barbatus ponticua BHipov, Corvin& umbra i.., 
Trigla lucerna L., Smaris smaria L., Pleuronectea flesus luscua, Hippo
campus hippocampus L., Syngnathus sp., TrachiDUI draco L. 

Altogether 171 observations were carried out, and a sound film was 
prepa.r.ed trom the recorded aounda emitted by fishes; the tilm was 
demor.strated to the peraom,.el of f'isher1ea in Batum.1. 

The recorded sounds can be d1v14ed into tvo ma1D categnriea. To tbe 
tirat category pertain the •CNDda cloae.Q' u1ociated with the tunctiona 
of marine animal.a and, con• equent.Q', they are typical ot the 0rgan1 ... 
and their biological characteriatic1. Th••• aCNDCl• ve aaaign to the 
category of biological aounda or • illp.Q' •CND4a. 
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The other category contains sounds resulting trom the IIK)Vement ot 
marine organisms, t'rom mechanical impact ot external organs on water 
and on objects in it (swiming, leaping, strokes with tins, friction 
against sand, stones, plants, etc.). These a.re the hydrodynamic 
sounds or noises. 

All the other sounds and noises that are aeard in sea water are assigned 
to the grou:r ot disturb&Dce sounds (waves, surt, rain, noise of vessel 
J110tors , etc) • 

Biological sounds. 

The sounds emitted by tisbes were recorded in various environmental 
conditions and in various circumatances of tested tishes: vi.th tree
swimming fishes in the sea and in an aquariwn; with fishes disturbed 
in the aquariwn and with fishes taken out of the aquarium, tl8 vell as 
with ti shes feeding in the aquarium. 

The following fishes did not em:h, sounds either in the sea or the 
oquarium, although we do not think that they are completely mute: 
Motella tricirrata B., Gobius niger L., Pleuronectes tlesus luscue, 
Syngnathus sp., Trachius draco L., Scomber scombrus L., Belone belone 
eux:lni &at.her, and Engraulls encrasicholus. 

The observations conducted in the sea disclosed various submarine sounds 
among 'Which sounds emitted by Trachuras trachuras L. could be singled 
out. Once we perceived clear sounds emitted by !!ill sp. at the stake 
net, but most often and in many places we heard the typical. drumning 
sounds of fishes (the species ot tbe fishes were not determined). 

tr. trachuras L. emitted soft barking sounds which lasted for 5 seconds. 
The sounds emitted by !:!a!! sp. were observed at night; on the back
ground of gentle splashing of waves we heard at times clicking aounda. 
The sounds ot ''drulllnera" were repeatedly heard at the •take net (Cherno
morka) and in the Oudauta area. They differed sharply from the sound.a 
produced by:? trachuraa and Mugil sp. 

At night in the Gudauta area we succeeded in analyzing the •oUDda ot 
"dnmnura" in great detail. They were clearly proDOUDced, rem:lDCiing 
us now of the beating ot drums, DOV of a diatant thud ot a bu.er. 
It is noteworthy that the initial. aoun4a created re•ponaea which were 
followed by a period ot silence 1.mtil a nev "call" ot a tiah vu heard /275 
and a "reaponae" by the other one in about 1-1.5 1eco11d•• Sometimes 
the initial. call w • emitted limult&1:1eou1ly by tvo ti•he•• 

! ' 
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The sounds la:,ted for 1-·, :.;econ.Js, the average duration being 3.5 
aeconds. The sounds emitted by~ fish consisted of 23 signals. The 
first sounds were very frequent, Lut the subsP,quent ones vere emitted 
at't~r longer ~auses, yet they were mure cleu.rly pronounced. 

The sound6 of "drummers" were less fre 1u1.mtly heard and they were 
weaker. Between 2300 and ;:: 400 they were most frequent and loud, but 
after 0200 they attenu~~ed ~nd ceased. The investigations made it 
possible to clarify the know Ji versity in the sounds of "ci.runners" 
(differences in duration, frequency, fc:.rce and character). As many 
as six t:fI;es of :_; ounds were detc.;cteJ.: containing now multiple accents, 
now two to four acc;entG, now sharp or soft attenu,J.Ilces, now followed 
by long or short pauGes. Some of them were soot interrupted, which 
was evidently tbe reslll t of fe,u· or other cause:;;. We are bent on 
admitting that t.hese di verse drumming r;ounds are emi tteci ·by the same 
species of fishes. 

It can be as3umed that the cr.aracter of the sounds produced by the 
· dr'...unmers" depends upon sex and the biolog: cd.l condition of fishes; 
the sounds vary .. 1tb -iiales _, femal11s, young and mature fishes, as well 
as w1 th hun1:r,ry or ;:;ati~;fieli, q_uiet or frightened fishes. 

When fishc; w•.:re freely sviul!Tling iu the c1.q_ulL.riurn, we heard sounds 
emitted by two s1 ,ecier; of fi::;ht:s - T. truchurus anrl P. saltatrix. ~e 
former very seldom produceJ s::iunrls anl-i they were of short duration (not 
excP.eding 2 se~.). 

In Batumi we observed horse mackerels (T. tra~r.urus); the length of 
non-commercial indiv::.dui:J.s war; about 8-Io cm, out the length of co!IIDercial 
individualr, •.;f..l s 14-1(, cm; beside:;, there wao o~c individual 38.5 cm 
long. The cha.r~cter of sounls of all the fishes was rather similar, but 
the pressure of the sc-and increased with the length of fishes, reaching 
its maxirm.un in the large individual. In horse mackerels having the 
same length the ~ressure of the sound corresponded to physiological 
conditions of each indiviJu~l. As a rule, the loudest sounds in the 
aquarium were P.mi tted b;:i' fishes which were physically more active. 

Of certain interest ure sounds ,rroduced by the tailor fish (P. saltr..trix). 
When listening to the sound~ in the Batwni aquarium we noted-that, in 
contrast to other fishes that vere quietly s'Winming, the tailor fish 
was continually swimming for many hours witb a constant speed (0.17 m/sec) 
in a definite direction (counterclor.kwise along the ·-ra.l.l.s of the a~Jarium) 
without stoppin5, not even for a second. 

During swimming the tailor fish emitted very weak gradually fading sounds 
remini a cent of brief tinkling signals ' tr;its ts its -tsi ts -tsi-tsi -tsi." 

.. -·-··--····-·-···-····-·-···-·. -· ····-~----··· ·-· -···---·· ··-············· ... ·······--·-···- -~-----------..11-
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Tr.e sounda lasted for about 3 second&. Up to ~ix brief si~nals could 
be distinguished. in each sound. The interval between the sounds .ras 
more or less constant, la.sting rrom 45 seconds to 1 minute . The 
character of the sound signals and their intensity in subsequent 
soundinss did not change at all. The sounds continued no matter 
whet.her the aquarium was lit or dark. They could be perceived when 
the acou:..:~-ic disturbances were min1n!il. 

or all the fishes which were disturbed in aquarium (caught and gently 
held in the hands), horse mackerel appeared to be the most "talkative. " 
Especially frequently the tish emitted typical barking sounds when it 
was ca~t and held in the hands. These sounds could also be beard 
by the una1.ded ear when the fish was taken out of water. 

In the Batumi aquarium one could often hear sounds produced by £2.rvina 
umbra. The length of the fishes was about 13.5.37 cm. They did n1.,t 
eat. They emitted sounds when attempting to get out of the hands. /276 
These quiet rattling sounds lasting tor 2-3 sec. were reminis~ent of 
individual signals 11tri", "trj. 11

, 
11tri. 11 CorviL& umbra when removed 

from the water amitted similar but slightly coarser sounds which could 
be heard with the unaided ear. The stomach or the fish showed clearly 
the errort needed tor the production of sounds. We know that fisher
men are familiar with tbe rattling aounds emitted by the fishes when 
they tree themselves from nets. Because or these sounds the fishermen 
call the fish the "rattling d..---ummer. 11 

Only one sea robin (Trigl.! lucerna) 39 cm long, which ws caught by 
stake net in Batumi areg was at our disposal, The fish, like the large 
Corvina umbra, could not get used to conditions in aquarium and did 
not emit sounds even when the fish was disturbed, Only wen removed 
from the water the fish began to emit rather loud and short sounds 
lasting 1-2 seconds and interrupted by long pauses; the sounds were 
reminiscent ot an individual rattle "trrrek", "trrrek." Tbe sounds 
were not associated with the intake ot air and they could be heard 
with the unaided ear. 

The aea horse (B. bippocnu•) was moat unadaptable to conditions in 
the aquarium. They could e held there tor 15 and more days. But 
neither the tree-aw1111D1og individuals, nor tb01e which were caught 
and held gently in the hand•, emitted any aounda. 0~ when removed 
from the water did the sea bor• H begin to emit rattling SO\Uld& 'Which were 
very 11110notonou1 reminilcent ot a continuCN• "khrrrr", "khrrr," In 
order to record these 1ounds, the anout of the fiahe• waa held directly 
in tront of microphone. The emi11ion ot aoundl vaa felt by tingera 
holding the tisb, which attented to the tenaion ot the organiam that 
was tollowed by a weak 1nor1ng 1ound emanatiq trom the organism. 

( 
I 

I I 
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When the fishes were fed in the aquarium, some or them took tood 
willingly, which made it possible to record on tape the sounds 
produced during eating. This behavior was typical or Atberina 
hepsetus, Trachurus tracburus and ~~ smaris. 

Prior to the tests the tishes were kept hur.gry tor a vhile and 
therefore when the food vas put in aquarium the tisbea attacked it 
right away. 

Atherina hepsetua fed on insects (midges, mosquitoes, tliea), small 
zooplankton and demersal crustaceans ( isopods and gamnarids) . Wheri 
fed on insects, the species emitted e,u-gling sounds as they caught 
the food items from the water surface; the swallowing ot tood vaa 
accompanied by champing sounds. When eating zooplankton, the t1ahes 
emitted expressive champing sounds. The loudest crackling sounds 
were recorded when!.· hepsetus was fed on crusta::eana. Lec.gthy 
observations made it possible to determine the type or rood swallowed 
by~- hepsetus by the character of the sounds. 

The horse mackerels, 7-15 cm long, were held int.be aquarium for a 
long time period -- The fish 'AS fed on isopods, gammarida and small 
mullets (2 cm long). The live food together with water vu poured 
into the aquarium; at. first, the horse mackerel devoured the 1mall 
fishes, then the iaopods o.nd gammarids. 

Also champing and crunching (crackling) were bee.rd when the horse 
mackerel was eating, and these noises were more clearly proDOU11ced 
tban in the case ot Atherina hepsetus. The catching ot tood vu 
accompanied by champing, while the swallowing was accompanied by a 
briet crunching. Bvident.ly, in order to facilitate the svallovia.g 
the horse mackerel must paralyze the motions or its prey, which 1• 
achieved by a peculiar "chewing'' , i.e. by compression ot prey and by 
directing it into the throat . The crunching vu eapecially clearly 
pronounced when the horse mackerel was fed on mlleta. 

By studying the functions ot the pharyngeal apparatu• ot a DUllber ot 
vertebrate Black Sea ti shes, A. P. Andriyaah.v (1J concluded that the 
pharyngeal apparatus ot fishes is adapted not only tor •valloving /277 
but alao tor a preliminary preparation ot tood 1D tbe mouth. 

When ve perceive champing and crunching ot teedia.g t1•be•,,,. can 
naturally u •ume that the t1ah•• must hold, paralyze and direct into 
pharym the prey. In certain t1shes thi• tunction 11 pertOl"llltd by 
teeth. 'l'h1s 1a the preliminary proce11ing ot tood in the 110Uth, which 
11 confirmed by concluaion• drawn by A. P. Andriyuh.v on the bui• 
ot hi• experiment•• 

0 
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As was mentioned betore, Smaris smaris also was kept in the aquariUJTI, 
It was fed on crumbs of fishes (Engraulis encrasicholus, Atherina 
hepsetus) and shrimps. The sounds characterizing the catching or 
prey from the bottom of the aquarium were weakly heard, but the 
crunchins of food was clearly heard. 

Thus the tests with the feeding of fishes in the aquarium made it 
possible to determine that at the moment of feeding the fishes rro
duced typical sounds audible through hydrophones. The character of 
the sounds varies from species to species. It also depends upon the 
type ot food. It appeared tl:at the frequency of eounds produced 
during eating is similar to the frequency of soun·.ls emitted by f i she6 
at their will (see Fig. 6 in a paper by Shishkova 4. Consequently, 
the fishes 111.1st hear the sounds produced by feeding fishes as well 
as the sounds :produced by fishes when frightened. Such an assumption 
makes it possible to explain the causes of concentrations of fishes 
when they approach the food from adjacent areas before they can see 
the food. 

In Bautino Bay of the Catipian Sea we observed in 1948 tne following. 
The remains of cooked fish cast on the surf (about 0,5 m depth) 
attracted, tirst, young and larger individuals or voblas which were 
previously absent in the place. The tiahes could not see the food 
and, evidently, could not perceive the smell because they were at 
a distance of several meters from the food where the bottom dcptb. was 
1-1.5 m and more. 

Previously we thought that fishes concentrate around food because 
they see other fishes swilllDing in the direction of the food. Now we 
~an afford to present another explanation of the phenomenon. We 
consider that the fishes that are near the food approach it first. 
The eating being accompanied by specitic sounds is beard by other 
fishes that are at a greater distance. We observed that the fisheE 
did not approach directly to the food but in a zig-zag manner, thus 
possibly determining the direction. Thus, an accumulatio1;. of tens 
of fishes was noted in a brief time around a "tood spot." Let us 
note that at the depth where the food was tound only youn3 voblas, 
4-8 cm long, were seen. The larger fishes were in deeper sections. 
We caught part of the fisbe~ that had formed the concentration, The 
cstch consisted of young and larger individuals of voblas 10-17 cm 
lo~. 

Thus the perceptio~ of sound signals by fishes cou~led with a good 
vision aids toe fish in finding food and forming concectratio~s. 

I 

I I 
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It seems to u~ that a correct interpretation of the phenomenon is 
very important. This helps u3 better to understand how individual 
fishes and schools of fishes find food locations and form conr.en
trations in the areas. We do not dfacount the significance of vision, 
smell, sense of touch, etc. in fizr.es, but consider them to play a 
significant role. The great signjfictmce of vision in the majority 
of fishes is not to be doubted, we consider that vision is the main 
factor iu explaining the feeding of fish schools on pl'i.Dkton 3 . 
But by perceiving sound vibra~ionB, in addition to visual waves, the 
fishes can better orientate the~selves in water. 

Our observations si.1nlement the fir:dings of A, P. Andr:iyashev 2 /278 
concerning the ro:e of sense orga~s (vision, smell, etc.) in a 
number of Black Sea fishe:::. For a more comprehensive solution of 
the problem we ha_re to conduct additional special investigations. 

Hydrodynamic sounds or noises. 

'We shall not disc'.15S the noises that are created in an aquarium wben 
fishes touch the grounu, walls or cables of hydrophones or when they 
splash water, etc. Of greater significance are the noises caused by 
the movement of fishes in water. 

We repeatedly succeeded in creating artificial concentrations of 
fishes (Atherina h~psetu~) with the aid of an underwater source or 
electric light. 'When the lamp was cvitched off, the fishes became 
frightened: at the beginning they leape~ out of the water; then they 
moved rapidly around, mostly in circles, until they became scattered 
in deeper water. 

Besides, a loud typical noise ~as heard through the hydrophones, which 
continued for a while and faded gradually out - about 40-50 sec. after 
the lamp was switched off. Let us note that the lesping out ot water 
lasted not more than 10 sec; the main noise was created by the maas 
or tishes that moved vith great speed into deeper water layers (the 
observations of the movement of fishes was aided by the luminescense 
ot the water) • 

Such observations were repeatedly carried out. In order to record 
the sounds on the tape recorder, a special electrical conduit connected 
the apparatus with the kettle of the stake net, near which the investi
gati01l8 were conducted. The tape recorded the noises emanating trom 
a tree-swimming concentration of fishes near the electric lamp that 
had been switched on and the noises of frightened tishes atter the 
lamp was switched off. 
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With the aid of hydrophones placed at the lamp and 10 m from it we 
recorded the noises produced by Atherina hepsetus. It appeared 
that the distance of 10 m does not decrease the noise caused by the 
motion of the same fish school (when the lamp was switched off). 
The length of fishes we observed was about 5-8 cm. Altogether 
several hundred fishes accwm.ilated around the light but the noise 
of their excited swinming was very insignificant. 

ffl spectrogram of noises presented in a paper by ye. V. Shishkova 
shows that the frequency distribution of noises produced ~Y 

q etly swimi.ng fishes and by excited fishes is similar to the 
pattern determined by us (frequency band being 200-1800 hertzian 
uni ts) U:PiJ • But the pressure of sound was in the latter case 
greater than in the former case. 

Thus, hydrodynamic noises are produced vhen fishes swim quietly or 
are excited (which could in a sense be compared with a rapid motion 
of fish school); the frequency of the noises is perceived by other 
species of fish. 

It can be assumed that the migration of' comercial populations is 
accompanied by louder noises than the noises observed by us; these 
noises propagate to a considerable distance and can be perceived by 
other populations. The practical verification of' the situation may 
elucidate the presence of a definite sound pattern accompanying the 
migration and feeding of fish populations. 

Conclusions. 

1. We distinguish biological and hydrodynamic sounds produced by 
fishes. 

2. Some species of fishes - !• tracburus, ~ sp., Trigla lucernar, 
Corvina umbra Pomatomus saltatrix, Ripp0campus"liippocampus, "drummer' -
emit sounds either in the sea or an aquarium, or when they are taken 
out of' water. 

Each of the listed fishes emits peculiar sounds having different wave /279 
length, frequency, and intensity. The larger and more active a fish, 
the louder are the sounds produced by the fish. 

3. The feeding of' fishes is accompanied by typical sounds (champing and 
crunching) created by catching, pressing, and swallowing the prey. 

.J 
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The sounds produced by Atherina hepsetus, Trachurus tracburus and 
Smaris smaris when eating different types of food have typical 
features and may in a number of ca.se3 differ from one another. 

4. Rapid motion of dense fish schools creates loud hydrodynamic 
noises. With the aid of hydrophones it is possible to find the 
fish schools. 
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